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September 3, 2003 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

W E D N E S D AY

Swept under
the rug

VOLUME 88, NUMBER 8
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

Panthers get swept in three
games against Saint Louis in
Lantz Arena.
Page 12
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U.B. concerts grab an O.A.R.
◆

Concert committee signs popular college jam band to perform November concert

By Jamie Fetty
EDITOR IN CHIEF

On Nov. 2, revolution will find roots at
Eastern.
The folksy, ska-laced sounds of O.A.R.,
or Of A Revolution, will fill Lantz Arena
when the band comes to Charleston for
the University Board’s fall concert.
UB Concert Coordinator Joe Atamian,
a sophomore business management
major, announced the concert Tuesday,
saying the contract signing O.A.R has
been settled for about a week.
O.A.R., with its grassroots following on
college campuses, had always done well
on UB concert surveys, Atamian said.
“College kids seem to really enjoy

“College kids seem to really
enjoy O.A.R.”
—Joe Atamian, UB Concert Coordinator

O.A.R.,” he said.
That made them UB’s first choice for a
fall concert, but Atamian said the concert
committee would have tried to bring in a
hip-hop or R&B act if the O.A.R. deal
failed.
The band’s fans followed the five-some
through four indie albums, the most
recent being 2002’s double-live CD “Any

Time Now.” O.A.R. has switched to
Lava/Everfine records for their newest
release “In Between Now and Then” and
have enjoyed some mainstream success.
“They’ve been getting some radio play
and some MTV rotation,” Atamian said.
Tickets for the show are $13 for students and go on sale at noon in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union ticket
office on Sept. 27.
The general public can start buying
tickets for $20 starting at 10 a.m. in the
ticket office Oct. 6. Floor seats will be
sold, but fire codes will only allow 1,000
people on the floor at once, Atamian said.
Doors will open at 6 p.m. and the show
starts at 7:30 p.m. O.A.R. have not
released who their opening act will be.

P H O T O S U B M I T T E D T O T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S

The members of O.A.R. will perform November 2 in
Lantz Arena.

City’s codes
for safety
of residents
By Carly Mullady
CITY EDITOR

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Members of the WEIU production staff work behind the scenes during the Nightwatch news program in their editing studio
Tuesday evening. WEIU TV and radio has offered to receive $600,000 less over the next three years.

WEIU asks for less funds
◆

Campus television, radio stations volunteer to receive $600,000 less over next three years

By Evan Hill
S TA F F W R I T E R

The campus radio and television station volunteered to receive $600,000
less from the university over the next
three years, but the lack of appropriations will not affect programming
despite the cost of converting to digital
signals.
WEIU-FM/TV’s request was made to
help offset Eastern’s budget deficit in
the coming fiscal years, Sailors said.
Rick Sailors, general manager of
WEIU, said the station’s good fiscal condition was because of the efficient
supervision of the station’s two former
general managers, Jill Nilsen, now vice
president for external relations, and
John Beabout.
“They knew that DTV (Digital
Television) conversion was coming,”
Sailors said. “And so they operated the
station in a very lean manner for several years. This left the station with netoperating income, which was set aside
to meet the anticipated expenses for
DTV."
WEIU will convert its signals from
analog to digital by November, as

required by the Federal Communication
Commission. This will cost an estimated
$3.3 million, but state and federal appropriations will offset the cost by 80 percent.
The remaining balance will be covered by WEIU’s cash reserves, which
have been fueled by the net-operating
income left over from when Nilsen and
Beabout managed the station.
WEIU will also be able to fund
improvements while remaining financially viable because of an increase in
funds from sources other than Eastern.
These sources include the Corporation
of Public Broadcasting, a grant from
the State of Illinois Art Council, corporate sponsorship and underwriting, contractual services and a variety of individual donors.
Although WEIU will be receiving
fewer funds from Eastern, its own budget will not be cut to accommodate the
reduction in funds, Sailors said. In fact,
the lesser university appropriations will
be made up for by additional channels
and programming that will be made
available in the coming semesters.
SEE WEIU

◆ Page 7

WEIU Annual Budget
◆ Corp. for Public Broadcasting: $625,000
◆ State Council for the Arts: $203,000
◆ Total Budget: $828,000
WEIU-TV Budget:

◆ $309,000 from Eastern cash appropriations
◆ $120,000 from Corporate sponsorships
(advertising) and underwriting

◆ $80,000 from contract services
◆ $35,000 from College of Arts and

Humanities

(for scholarships)

◆ $74,000 from other
◆ Total TV budget: $1,446,000
WEIU-FM Radio Budget:

◆ $39,000 from Eastern
◆ $30,000 from Corp.

Sponsorship

and

underwriting

◆ $22,000 from College of Arts and Humanities
◆ Total Radio budget: $91,000

To ensure safe and legal living conditions, Charleston
urges students living off campus to know the code.
“In essence, all of our codes affect Eastern students,”
Mayor Dan Cougill said.
The city follows the International Property
Maintenance Code for indoor and outdoor requirements.
The code book stipulates interior and exterior structural guidelines, plumbing requirements, fire prevention requirements, garbage disposal, parking and other
property maintenance.
City Planner Jeffrey A. Finley said inspectors can’t
go into homes without tenant request.
“If students are concerned whether or not the house
is safe, they should just give us a call,” Cougill said.
“There is no fee for inspection.”
Inspectors will then check where tenants find possible problems and will do an overall code compliance if
requested.
“If it is something
lifethreatening,
“If it is something lifewe’ll come out
that day,” Finley
threatening, we’ll
said.
“We’ve
come out that day.”
been known to
stay into the
—Jeffrey A. Finley,
night to make
Charleston City Planner
sure things are
taken care of.”
Residents
unsure of gas, water heater and furnace maintenance
should have those utilities inspected.
“They need to know where the electrical panel box
is,” Finley said. “It should be labeled to show what shuts
off electricity to which room in case an outlet is sparking.”
All residences must meet fire code requirements.
Tenants who are unsure their homes meet fire code can
call for inspections.
“Smoke detectors must be in working condition and
installed with at least one on every level of the
house,”Finley said.
Detectors must be in each “sleeping room” or within
15 feet of each sleeping room.
“The ceiling is the best place for mounting, at least
one foot off the wall and not in the corners of the room,”
Finley said. “If it is mounted on the wall, it should be
eight to ten inches away from the ceiling.”
Because smoke forms in rounded billows, the corners and tops of walls are touched later than ceilings.
Homes are also required to have functional fire
extinguishers.
“Make sure all doors and windows operate, especially windows in bedrooms,” Finley said.
SEE CODES
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Red Cross kicks off
first blood drive
By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

The American Red Cross
kicked off their first blood drive
of the school year Tuesday, continuing it Wednesday.
Tracy Torbeck, territory manager for the Red Cross, said her
organization works closely with
Larry Ward, Eastern’s blood drive
committee president in planning
for blood drives.
The event’s second day, which
goes from 1 to 6 p.m. is located in
Andrews Hall Wednesday. Two
main drives are held in the
University Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union,
Torbeck said.
In all, Torbeck said her organization puts on about eight drives
per year.
“It really depends on how many
sponsoring groups we have,”
Torbeck said.
The event is sponsored by Papa

John’s Pizza, so free pizza will be
provided for donors along with a
“Holiday Hero” gift, which is a
zip-up lunch-style cooler.
“We offer extra incentives to
donate during holiday periods,
because people are less likely to
donate then and the need for blood
increases,” Torbeck said.
Other smaller drives, such as
Wednesday’s event, are sponsored
by a variety of organizations.
“We’ve had some Greek groups
sponsor some drives,” Torbeck
said.
“Delta Tau Delta is a main sponsor this year.”
Ward is a member of the fraternity and the Student Senate Vice
President for Business Affairs.
Torbeck stressed donors of
every blood type are always needed.
If groups want the Red Cross to
run a sponsored blood drive,
Torbeck can be reached at (217)
235-1178.

Convocation introduces
new students to Eastern
Eastern’s yearly convocation
ceremony Wednesday will introduce new students to all the university has to offer, characterized
as the official beginning of the
school year.
The keynote speaker for the
event is Eastern’s newly named
faculty laureate Jean Wolski, of the
Theatre Arts Department.
“It’s an honor to be chosen,”
Wolski said in a previous interview.
A new laureate is chosen for
every school year. Wolski replaces
English professor David Raybin.
Wolski said she will encourage
students to strive for a well-rounded education rather than just a
degree.
“To allow yourself to explore as

many different areas as possible;
it’s a real opportunity to do that in
your college years,” Wolski said.
Wolski, who previously taught at
a small community college in Iowa,
said students there were interested
in learning a “skill or trade.”
“I was interested in expanding
their range of experience,” Wolski
was quoted as saying on Eastern’s
Web site.
“I wanted them to develop their
imaginations (and) induce their
powers of creative thinking.”
This year’s ceremony is at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Grand Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Compiled by Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

CORRECTION
A story in Friday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News misspelled
the name of the chemistry department chair. The correct spelling is
Doug Klarup.
The News regrets the error.

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Strolling around campus
Three-year-old Anakin Weston pushes his 18-month-old brother Logan down the sidewalk east of
Booth Library Tuesday afternoon with their babysitter, Liza Marinelarena, junior Spanish major.
Marinelarena watches the boys for a few hours a week while their parents have class at the same
time.
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‘Mexican night is P-I-M-P’
Sorry that there isn’t much going
on, but I am only one man. I know
what you’re thinking, but I am
truly just flesh, blood and a cheesy
sense of humor. I don’t plan events,
I just try to let students know
what’s happenin’.

Activities for Wednesday
◆ Stephen Hill from MTV’s “The
Real World Las Vegas”. It’s at 7
p.m. So I looked over some of the
stuff this guy had to say on
mtv.com. Apparently he ate 37
pieces of bacon in one sitting. If his
lecture is any more riveting than
that, and I don’t know how it could
be, it will be $0 well spent. No matter what I say, those reality TV
addicts (you know who you are)
are going to show up. I didn’t
watch the series, so I can’t really
say too much about the guy. But, in
the poster for the event, he is shirt-

WHAT’S
HAPPENIN’
Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

less–which is a real indicator to me
that he wants to be taken seriously.
OK class, that was called sarcasm.
Say it with me, sar-cas-m. Very
good. Just because this thing isn’t
my cup of tea, doesn’t mean that
you shouldn’t go or that the
University Board does a bad job
getting speakers. They are doing a
great job getting people that will
attract an audience. I’m probably
just bitter that I never got to be put
in a house with strangers and have
my life taped and aired in front of
millions of people.

Activities for Thursday
◆ Mexican night at Taylor

Dining Center. The quality of the
meal really varies, and although
many people will disagree with
me, Mexican night is P-I-M-P. I
prefer the chicken fajitas, but
they’re serving beef. But those little mini taco things are awesome try dipping them in the nacho
cheese sauce. Oh, and remember
to get plenty of napkins.
As you can see, these couple of
days were a bit slow in the activities department. If I had more
stuff to play up, I would. But if
you or anyone you know has information about fun stuff happenin’
on or off campus, just let me
know. I can be reached at my
email address, which appears at
the bottom of the page. I also have
a mailbox in the Daily Eastern
News newsroom, which is located
on the ground floor of Buzzard
Hall.
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ITS Help Desk focuses on ironing out network kinks
By Karen Kirr
SENIOR REPORTER

Despite the network problems
that plagued Eastern after two
widespread computer viruses
aggravated the university’s campus server less than two weeks
ago, Don Braswell is hardly
fazed.
In fact, the senior applications
analyst and lab manager of the
Gregg Triad computer lab, who
often times is on the receiving
end of student and faculty network frustrations, is upbeat
about Eastern’s network.
The Triad lab works in cooperation with Eastern’s Information
Technology Services (ITS) Help
Desk as a client services department to the campus.
“We help out the help desk –
evenings, during the day – lots of
people walk in during the day,”
said Braswell, who has been
employed by Eastern since 1994.

Besides assisting his staff of
computer savvy professionals in
quelling the network concerns of
students, Braswell helps maintain certain mainframe operations and handles testing services associated with the network.
Spearheaded just last spring
in its current version, the ITS
Help Desk, supervised by
Connie Downey, has sprouted
into a service that not only
answers computer-related questions via telephone and email.
The desk also sends technicians
out to assist the campus community in resolving computer
glitches or other computer complications at on-campus housing
or office facilities.
“It is more of a one-stop shop
(than before spring 2003),”
Downey said. Braswell credited
ITS assistant John Henderson
for transforming the desk into
the service it is now.
“We try to answer questions

over the phone, but if it looks
like a technician is needed it will
be recorded in a problem log by
whoever is working,” Braswell
said.
But answering complex computer questions over the phone
can be daunting at times since
students have varied levels of
knowledge on the equipment
that may be puzzling them.
“The most difficult thing about
talking over the phone is your
terminology versus their terminology,” he said. “You have to get
yourself into their mode; look at
things from their point of view.
You have to take your time with
students. The only questions that
aren’t asked are the stupid ones.”
Downey said the help desk was
flooded with 1,400 calls last
week.
“Lots of those had to do with
the virus, but a lot had to do with
Web CT and PAWS,” she said.
Braswell said some of the most

common network questions are
students seeking answers on how
to dial-up to Eastern’s server
through off-campus apartments
and questions regarding the Web
CT and PAWS software systems.
He said the lab distributes diagrams to students living off-campus, which outlines how they can
access Eastern’s Internet network.
Although the university’s network has been wrought with
problems the last few weeks,
Braswell emphasized it is
inevitable that viruses will seep
through the network sometimes.
What he says has become overwhelmingly encouraging, however, is the increasing communication between the labs on campus.
“As technology has accelerated, more people have been added.
The needs grew and more labs
popped up,” Braswell said. “We
are definitely moving in the right
direction as far as client servic-

es.”
Eastern
developed
the
Academic Technology Advisory
Committee with fees to help distribute funds associated with
campus technology appropriately. Pending the committee’s decision, Braswell said he is hopeful
the lab will attain funds to purchase additional media services
equipment including digital cameras, DVD players and scanners.
The Gregg Triad lab keeps
usage charts that assist employees in tabulating how many users
are coming in and using the facility and help desk, he said. Those
reports essentially help keep the
budgets in line, he said.
For information on the ITS desk,
consult Eastern’s Web site at
www.eiu.edu. The Gregg Triad
Lab is open most days until 10
p.m.
Senior reporter Karen Kirr can be
reached at kekirr@eiu.edu

Weller Hall residents
International Studies coordinator
irked by facility problems plans to bid farewell to Eastern
By Nicole Nicolas
S TA F F W R I T E R

Weller Residence Hall has not
had air conditioning for the past
couple weeks, and hall residents
claim they still don’t have cold
water, supposedly fixed Friday.
Ironically, Weller’s theme for
kicking off the start of the year is
an Arctic theme demonstrated with
paintings of penguins, polar bears
and snowflakes surrounding the
hall’s front windows.
The university facilities staff at
Eastern worked on fixing the steam
pipes from Wednesday to Friday,
yet the residents of Weller claim
that they don’t quite have cold
water yet, said Mark Hudson, director of housing and dining.
“We still don’t have cold water to
this day but it’s cooling off,” said
Kaitlynn Collins, a sophomore
finance major and Weller Hall resident.
Hudson said the problem was
fixed by Friday.

“What happens is once the water
is warm, the water has to work its
way through the system to allow the
cold water to flow through,”
Hudson said.
Eastern would have taken care of
the problem quicker, but the housing and dining department was
under the impression the water was
hot because Weller’s water had not
been used all summer, he said.
Later it was discovered one of the
steam pipes was leaking, which
heated the water. The cold water
will be flowing through soon,
Hudson said. Housing and dining
will be working on it during the
summer also.
“It’s kind of cool but not cold like
I like it to be,” said Brooke
Buffington, a junior elementary
education major. Although the
water is starting to cool off, Weller
residents have said the past couple
of weeks haven’t gone so well.
“We don’t have air conditioning
and we were sweating in the shower,” said Collins.

By Leah Flick
S TA F F W R I T E R

Ask international student
Hopeton
Dias
about
International Studies coordinator Allison Witt’s resignation,
and he will tell you how “awful”
it is for Eastern to lose a “wonderful, sweet lady.”
Allison, whose last day is
September 12th, currently coordinates the faculty and semester
study abroad programs.
Witt has been a part of the
International program for three
years. She will be coordinating
the faculty-led study abroad program at the University of Illinois
Urbana-Champaign. The position at the University of Illinois
offers a new system and a better-funded program.
Allison has recruited international students from Japan,
Korea, Indonesia and elsewhere.
She said hosting international
students at Eastern is beneficial

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Bookstore

to the university because the
students are “really brilliant”
individuals bringing not just
their money, but life experience
and culture to the university.
Hosting international students
has become increasingly difficult because U.S. authorities are
enforcing stricter immigration
precautions.
This “barrier has made it
harder for international students to get visas and other necessary documents,” Allison said.
Another
issue
potential
Eastern students face is educational funding. Because of the
decrease in the government’s
education budget, the schools
have cut back on the non-essential programs.
International students often
rely on scholarships and other
funding because they pay up to
three times the amount of
tuition an undergraduate resident would.
Eastern is just one of the

schools across the world competing to host the top international students.
Allison has to “sell America
and Eastern,” at international
recruitment fairs. Allison now
works with students such as
Tomoki Asanti, a freshman
undecided major from Osaka,
Japan.
He came to Eastern because
of the safe campus environment, which is very important to
most international students, and
for Eastern’s location between
Chicago and Missouri.
The university started advertising Tuesday to fill Allison’s
position as interim until a fulltime
candidate
is
found.
Applications have already been
received, said Bob Augustine,
dean of the Office of Graduate
International Studies.
Augustine is hopeful with the
new prospects and believes the
interim position will be filled
within two to three weeks.
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“We Achieve What Others Think To Be Impossible”
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Bring your Panther Card and get
your 2003 Warbler yearbook now
in the Buzzard Halll business office
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OPINION

Education key to fighting disorders
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Speak frankly with high school
and college students and you will
learn in short order that eating
disorders are a significant and
prevalent problem.
In some circles, it is downright
epidemic
in
scope.
Some
researchers have suggested certain intense environments, like
those found on college campuses,
can actually foster eating disorders. And like other epidemiological problems, this one seems to be
mutating.
For a long time, young, upperclass, white girls and women
appeared to be the only population
for this problem. Now, men, athletes and women of color are
among the fastest growing populations affected. And the disorder
is serious.
Eating disorders are the most
lethal of all mental health problems; correlations with suicide
are surprisingly high, as is substance abuse, and depression– not
to mention the physical wear and
tear a body goes through. Yet,
between the secrecy that often
times accompanies the practice
and the confusion or shame a person can feel, the issue all too often
goes unaddressed or undetected.
Now most people will have a
bout of “disordered eating” sometime during their life. This may be
a result of a break up, family
problems, the death of a loved one
or any number of difficult life situations.
For most people, life, emotions
and eating habits return to nor-

Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
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John Chambers, News editor
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Counselor for
Eastern’s
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Center and
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for The Daily
Eastern News

EDITORIAL

UPI needs to
finalize
contract now

He can be reached at
mekiel@eiu.edu

Eastern’s faculty union almost went on strike
last semester because it couldn’t agree with the
administration on a new labor contract, an issue
that remains unresolved.
Six months after they reached a temporary
agreement, both sides haven’t signed the real
deal.
Charles Delman, a math professor negotiating

“Eating disorders are
the most lethal of all
mental health
problems; correlations
with suicide are
surprisingly high...”
mal, given time. But for some, this
can be the start of a continuing
struggle. The same can be true of
the transition to college life.
Homesickness, the dreaded
“freshman 15,” or new academic
demands can be a real roller
coaster until a new balance can be
struck. Again, for some, this may
be the start of a new, difficult and
dangerous pattern. In other circumstances, the struggle with
body image, low self-esteem, or
being overwhelmed by certain
life circumstances may be chronic.
We all deal with matters in our
own, personal way, but some people will focus on the concrete, by
“controlling” things they have
power over. This can include what
they eat, how they eat, how they
exercise or counting calories.
Many people who seek treatment
admit that, insidiously, those matters started controlling them over
time.
The above examples do not
even crack the surface of societal
expectations or demands, unique
circumstances,
achievement

pressures, gender psychology,
etc. What they do highlight is how
many pitfalls there can be and the
wide variety of people who can be
at risk.
Here at Eastern, people with
eating disorders have several
options for help. This includes the
Counseling Center, where assessment, individual treatment, group
counseling and consultative services are offered.
Health Service physicians provide medical assessments, consultation and pharmaceutical interventions. In addition, a nutritionist and dietary consultant are
available to assess and create
dietary plans for optimal health.
Depending on a student’s needs,
one or all of the services may be
appropriate.
Moreover, throughout the
school year there will be different
programs presented and a variety
of methods used to reach Eastern
student students and staff about
these topics. These include resident assistant training, life skills
presentations at the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
and booths at the Health Fair.
This year-long effort to educate
and intervene to this matter hopefully speaks to the level of commitment Eastern has for the
health of its students.
So please keep an eye out for
programs and other information
on this topic throughout the year,
and remember that resources,
treatment and information are
always available.

for the faculty, said the final contract will be
Cartoon by Ben Erwin

signed “very soon.” Bob Wayland, on the administration’s side, said it
could even be as soon as

At issue

this week.

Eastern's faculty
union has been
working under a tentative
contract for more
than six months, but
the
agreement remains
unsigned.

In the meantime, faculty are concerned,
English professor David
Radavich said. He negotiated for the union, the
University Professionals
of Illinois, over the summer.
Radavich said he’s
heard “quite a bit of discomfort and concern,”
among faculty who see
the contract still isn’t
signed. Who says students aren’t also worrying?

Our stance
There is little to no
excuse for such
delays and the UPI
needs to finalize the
contract soon to
assuage any fears of
students or
faculty.

The Board of Trustees
approved the UPI tentative agreement in March,
and now into September both sides have their reasons for the delay.
The UPI said the administration didn’t give them
the first draft of the contract until June or July.
Wayland said that was time spent working out contract language. The faculty union said the administration canceled meetings planned to look over the
contract while Wayland contests that.
What both sides do agree on are time constraints. Negotiations didn’t go on most of the
summer.
“I think the big thing is people were busy,”
Wayland said.
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale’s
faculty union signed a labor contract 12 days
after reaching a temporary agreement. It brings
up questions as to why Eastern couldn’t do the
same.
From the point of view of those not involved in
the union or negotiations, it’s easy to wonder what
the holdup is.
If possible, both sides should stick to their plans
to sign the final contract within a few days.
Considering the faculty are currently working
without a contract, students have some cause for
concern. This contract should have been signed
months ago.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

YOUR

TURN:

LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR

Strange rants on capitalism, not race
In response to Charleston
resident Michael Strange's
letter, I thought it would be
appropriate for me to say his
letter exposes him for his
political ignorance.
This was never about race
or religion. Any American
who truly thinks that needs to
be smacked over the head.
The U.S. gets along just
fine with numerous other
Arab countries.
This struggle is, and always
will be, about terrorism and
terrorist support. The Bush
administration hasn't botched
the campaign in Iraq, so critics have to find other things
to complain about. To me, it
seems like this author is just
ranting on about capitalism
itself.
People must remember

capitalism is an unavoidable
part of everything. In a perfect world, everyone would
be financially equal and
everyone would be entitled to
the same. It's a beautiful
humanitarian concept in writing and it's called communism.
Unfortunately,
we've
learned that money and success bring motivation and the
only way people were able to
manifest their motivation
under
communism
was
through corruption, which
defeats the purpose of the
system.
If those simple-minded idealistic anti-capitalists had any
political education, they
would have appreciated the
relentless responsibility the
U.S. is undertaking in order to

balance world peace. Yes, the
U.S. is going to profit from
Iraq's oil. But a large part of
that money will go right back
to the Iraqis.
Furthermore, looking at the
big picture, how is the U.S.
profiting on oil any more than
a totalitarian leader using it to
oppress his own people? Only
jealousy would bring a notion
of hate against the U.S.
It's going to take time to fix
Iraq, but I think it's absolutely worth it in the long term.
No more totalitarian threats,
no more terrorist backing,

and no more dependence on a
power-crazed dictator for oil.
Soldier casualties are very
sad and depressing, but
there's no way around that.
Eventually, Iraq will be at
peace and the oil profits will
be turned to the Iraqis and the
Iraqi government. All these
critical people, like Michael
Strange, will be left without
argument.
Matthew Kent,
junior journalism major
( editor’s note: Matthew Kent is a contributor
to the Daily Eastern News)

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
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Unorthodox weather shows Buzzard Hall in need of repairs
By Jennifer Chiariello
CAMPUS EDITOR

The unusual rainy weather the
last few days is an indication of
seasonal change and repairs
needed in Buzzard Hall.
Dalias Price, local weather
observer and former Eastern
professor, said
Charleston has experienced
some weather that is out of the
ordinary.
Up until this past weekend, the
month of August had produced
only one and one-half inches of
rain in the area, Price said.
Usually three and one-half inches are expected for August.
However, the area received 11
inches in 1958.
The rainfall over the holiday
weekend also drew attention to

repairs needed in room 2436 of
Buzzard Hall.
Charleston experienced a total
of five and one-fifth inches of
rain this weekend, with Monday
receiving a little over one and
one-fifth inches, he said.
Water leaked along the east
wall of the room in Buzzard damaging two keyboards and one
mouse, said Doug Lawhead, computer specialist in the computer
department.
A university worker was
called Monday, checked for
leaks and said it was safe to put
the equipment back in.
“Everyone was really cooperative on it,” Lawhead said.
The two keyboards and one
mouse damaged were replaced
by Information Technology
Services, Lawhead said. Faculty

were all notified in case classes
in the room Tuesday needed to
be moved to another classroom,
but no classrooms needed to be
switched.
There was a leak at the same
exact location last spring, two to
three weeks before the end of
the semester without leaving
any damage, Lawhead said.
The room ceiling tile falling
created the damage, Lawhead
said. Water filled the computers
and they were on, but luckily the
computers worked once the
water dried.
The water was sitting in the
bottom base of the monitor and
computer, and the computers
“were on when it happened
which is even more remarkable
... it’s amazing they lived,”
Lawhead said.

Price said it was fortunate
that part of the rain carried on
all weekend so it could soak into
the ground.
“We really did need that precipitation,” Price said. It has
been a moderate raining period
with the faintest period of lightening, he said.
“We were lucky not to have
had thunderstorms with high
winds,” Price said.
In Clark and Champaign counties, winds picked up to 50 mph
and the counties experienced
more rain than Coles County.
Danville had 3 to 4 more inches than our area, Price said.
Mattoon had five inches for the
weekend.
Temperature is another factor
to consider regarding the season
changing, Price said.

We have had a number of days
with temperatures in the 90s
this summer, but no days even
touched 100, which is normal for
Charleston.
The end of summer in our
area is the first week of
September, Price said. Some
may believe summer ends Sept.
21 because of the Equinox, but
our seasons are determined by
temperature.
“When it hits 70 above in our
area it is summer temperature.
When temperatures drop below,
consistently, it’s a different season,” Price said.
Temperatures have begun to
drop, for example, it was 67
Tuesday, Price said.
Jennifer Chiariello can be
reached at jchiariello@eiu.edu

Harvey eager to take Charleston City Council approves loan
on registar duties
agreement to update county’s 911 system
Christian Washburn

By Carly Mullady

S TA F F W R I T E R

CITY EDITOR

Sue Harvey, recently named as acting registrar, is
currently the director of academic records and registration who plans to stay at Eastern as long as possible.
And her promise holds more than face value: Harvey
assumed registrar duties, on top of her current job, on
June 1. She replaced Frank Hohengarten, the former
dean of enrollment. Hohengarten left earlier last spring
to take a job at the University of South Florida in St.
Petersburg.
“EIU Is a good institution,” Harvey said. “And I would
love to work here as long as possible.”
Harvey will take over some enrollment duties, such
as taking care of students who are questioning their residency and lifting scheduling holds and exceptions to
class add/drops. She will also be working with the assistant director of registration on the Eastern calender.
The individual position of dean of enrollment will not
be filled because of the university’s move to reduce
costs, said Blair Lord, Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
“She is very pleasant and has the students in heart,”
said Bursar Linda Coffey. Coffey also said Harvey is
always willing to make time to work out ideas and problems. When asked about Harvey, Dale Wolf, director of
admissions, said Harvey was diligent, loyal and careful of details.

Charleston City Council voted Tuesday
night in favor of a loan agreement with
Eastern, Mattoon and the Coles County
Sheriff’s Department to update the Coles
County 911 system.
Charleston’s emergency telephone 911
software system is being updated as part
of an agreement with other county entities
that fall within the system. The city,
Eastern, and the sheriff’s department have
all agreed to pay for the update over a fiveyear period.
Charleston and Mattoon are contributing
$49,703, while Eastern’s portion is $32,075
and the police department will pay $38,600
toward the update.
“Coles County 911 serves all of the police
law enforcement agencies, fire department
and ambulance services in the county,” said
Mayor Dan Cougill.
“All of these agencies, including
Mattoon, share the costs of the software
and a little bit of hardware.”
The city currently has an enhanced 911
system which immediately supplies operators with the caller’s address and any
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important medical information about the
residence’s occupants, he said.
As the state has taken on systems such as
LEADS, the county’s 10-year-old system
has had problems staying up-to-date.
“It has been very cumbersome to do
reports out of,” Cougill said, blaming poor
maintenance from the previous vendor. An
ordinance eliminating parking on both
sides of A Street from Jackson Avenue to
Van Buren was amended and placed on file
for public inspection. The ordinance was
needed because parked cars lining A Street
prevented the flow of school bus traffic.
“There is the same problem from Van
Buren to Harrison,” council member Larry
Rennels said. “I really believe we should
modify the ordinance to eliminate parking
on both sides from Jackson to Harrison.”
Council member Lorelei Sims said A
Street’s conditions prevent parking on the
street without parking on the sidewalk,
which is illegal. Those parking on the street
are therefore committing an illegal act
without the ordinance.
“The entire length of the street won’t permit large vehicles, school buses, ambulances to drive through,” Sims said.
To accommodate residents living on the

additional block of A Street and landowners’ needs to add parking before the ordinance is put into effect, council placed the
amended ordinance on file for another two
weeks.
As part of an overall city effort to
improve sewers, the city is purchasing a
sewer camera system for the utility department. Cougill said the system is used to
detect where individual sewers meet with
the main sewer system to ease problems
finding blockages.
“They also go through and look for illegal
taps and where we may have breaks,”
Cougill said. “It is a good device to help us
not only repair things but assist people with
sewer troubles.”
The illegal taps occur when residents
connect personal sewers to the main line
illegally. During the council meeting, the
$32,594 bid from Coe Equipment of
Rochester, Illinois was approved.
Sergeant Brian Baker of the Fraternal
Order of Police Lodge 88 presented a
plaque to local resident and Bike and Hike
employee Keith Cox for apprehending a
criminal and keeping him in custody until
police could arrive. “He did as the plaque
says; he dared to get involved,” Baker said.
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Student Senate to add fresh faces to subcommittees
By Niki Jensen
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Student Senate Speaker Mike
Walsh will appoint new subcommittee chairpersons Wednesday.
The senate currently consists of
26 student senate members who
will make up the 10 subcommittees
that range from diversity affairs
and academic affairs to university

development and recycling and
student relations.
Choosing committee heads must
be done before the committees can
be formed and organized, Walsh
said.
At last week’s meeting, student
senate members wrote down their
top committee choices along with
brief explanations for their selections, said student senate member

Ryan Berger.
Once the committee heads are
named, the student executive vice
presidents usually meet to assign
student senate members to the
committees.
“If a senator wants to be on (a
committee), then generally they
can be on it,” Berger said.
New business will be discussed
Wednesday, as the first few weeks

of the school year are typically
slow in terms of proposed legislation and debate on important issues.
“Probably nothing will start happening until next Wednesday’s
meeting,” Berger said. “Then there
should be some business on the
table.”
During executive reports Student
Body President Caleb Judy and the
four student vice presidents will tell

student senate members about
upcoming projects that include the
voter registration drive planned for
mid-September.
The senate meets at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Niki Jensen can be reached at
Niki153@aol.com

Student Government makes efforts to fill vacant positions
By Niki Jensen
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Student Government has initiated a membership drive, a new venture aimed at filling open positions
within and related to Student
Government.
Student Body President Caleb
Judy said the drive has already started.
“Caleb really wants to get other
people involved in Student
Government,”
said
Amanda
Sartore, student vice president for
academic affairs.
Six different departments within
Student Government have positions
that need to be filled, Judy said.
The branches with openings are
the
student
action
team,

Student Government
positions available on ...
◆ Student Action Team
◆ Apportionment Board
◆ Student Deans
◆ Student Body Elections
Commission

◆ Student Senate
◆ Student Senate Committees
Applications are due by 4 p.m.
Sept. 12

Apportionment Board, student
deans, student body elections commission, student senate and student
senate committees.

Detailed descriptions of the general duties and responsibilities of
each division are listed on the back
of the Student Government application.
“Some (positions) are unlimited
in the number of people we can take
and some require a certain number
of people,” Judy said.
One student dean is needed for
each of the five academic colleges
including the graduate program.
“I need all new student deans,”
Sartore said. “I’ve already had people contact me about being student
deans.” In previous years, the student executive officers often
appointed friends and favored
Student Senate members to fill any
open positions, Sartore said.
“I’m not going to appoint my
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friends because that’s not fair,”
Sartore said.
Judy said student interest in the
open positions has been encouraging. “We’ve had a lot of people come
up to us about it,” Judy said.
Sartore is also optimistic.
“We know people want to get
involved (in Student Government),”
Sartore said. “This way we can try
to involve as many people as we can
by promoting it.”
Promotion efforts for the membership drive include attending
Recognized Student Organization
meetings and freshmen University
Foundation classes to attract new
members. Efforts also include displaying advertisements in the Daily
Eastern News later this week and
having senate members post fliers

throughout campus.
Judy and Sartore both said this
year’s efforts to recruit new members exceeds actions from last year.
“Last year was not as focused,”
Judy said. “It was just articles in the
paper and word of mouth.”
“They’ll probably get more applications than positions available,”
said senate member Jeff Collier.
“That’s how it’s worked in the past.”
Students can pick up and submit
applications in the Student
Activities Center located on the
second floor of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Applications will be due by 4 p.m.
Sept. 12.
Niki Jensen can be reached at
Niki153@aol.com
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SENATE

Eastern faculty looks to recruit international colleagues
By John Hohenadel and Tim Martin
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N R E P O RT E R S

A resolution regarding the recruitment
and naturalization of international faculty
members was proposed and then tabled by
the Faculty Senate Tuesday.
The resolution, outlining specific university guidelines in recruiting international faculty, will be published for all faculty members and voted on at next Tuesday’s meeting.
The Faculty Senate discussed that since
Sept. 11, it has been increasingly harder for
international faculty members to obtain
their visas.
Geology professor Alan Baharlou spoke to
senate members on behalf of the international faculty members, mentioning the
United States is a nation of immigrants and
he would like to see that trend continue.
“Hardworking, skillful and determined
people immigrated to this land,” Baharlou
said.
The senate discussed the different type of
visas that permit faculty members a certain
number of years in the United States. The
senate tabled a decision on whether they
would back university guidelines that would
give university endorsement for international faculty to department chairs and fellow
faculty.

WEIU:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Sailors projects that the new channels
will contribute to financial growth in the
form of corporate sponsorship and underwriting. These channels will be available
through Web streaming and the
Department of Housing and Dining’s cable
channel 5, as well as AM frequencies.
Two radio channels will be added that
will broadcast over Eastern’s campus
using unlicensed AM frequencies.
“The Edge” 880-AM is a Top 40 music
station that is already broadcasting.

The biggest problem international faculty
members encounter is the lack of a definitive university policy, Baharlou said.
Emotional stress from adjusting to a new
country is not the only thing the faculty
members have to worry about. They also
have to face financial woes.
“My lawyers cost $6,000,” said associate
psychology professor Ronan Bernas at the
senate meeting regarding his process to gain
naturalization rights after his visa ran out.
Bernas also had to take two or three years
to visit international conferences abroad to
gain international exposure. After his
lawyer and travel expenses, Bernas found
himself $20,000 poorer.
After all the trouble, Bernas finally has his
permanent residency.
The outcome of the proposed resolution
will not automatically promise international
faculty members permanent residency. The
university can only endorse a faculty member’s application. That decision lays in the
hands of the Immigration and Naturalization
Services.
Two other topics were discussed, but were
also tabled.
History professor Bailey Young and
English professor Frank McCormick primed
the senate for an informational speech given
by John Churchill, executive secretary for
Sailors hopes to have another channel,
dubbed “Odyssey,” by the end of the week.
The channel will be used to provide an
open forum for student produced programming. It will also provide Eastern’s
faculty with the means to "achieve a significantly higher level of academic integration for students in radio, television
and new media,” according to a WEIU
press release.
“WEIU is committed to providing excellent academic experiences in radio and TV
for our Eastern students and to providing
outreach to our east-central Illinois community,” Nilsen said.

A NEW LOOK
Keep That Summer Tan!!!

The Issue:
Recruitment of international faculty
The Solution:
Faculty Senate must OK guidelines for the university to
follow in recruiting and endorsing international faculty’s
application for naturalization
The Issue:
Bringing Phi Beta Kappa to Eastern
The Solution:
Senate will listen and ask questions to a high-ranking
member of the academic fraternal organization next
week.
The Issue:
Department chairs serving on faculty committees and
councils
The Solution:
The topic sparked debate, but a formal senate resolution
was postponed.

Phi Beta Kappa.
Since 1988, Eastern has applied and been
rejected for admission into Phi Beta Kappa,
an academic fraternal organization that
boasts Harvard, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and Illinois Wesleyan
University as charter members. Around 300
universities and colleges have Phi Beta

Codes:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Basement bedrooms must have windows big
enough for the tenant to escape in case of a fire.
“Keep the furnace clean and make sure you
don’t turn the furnace and water heater closet
as a storage area.”
Finley said to make sure all utilities are in
decent shape.
“If anyone has any concern, just call,” he
said. “It’s a free trip out.”
Should inspectors find noncompliance, they
work with landlords and if necessary, the legal

SC
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Kappa chapters.
Phi Beta Kappa, originated in 1776, is the
oldest, most distinguished academic society
for liberal arts and sciences universities,
McCormick said.
Young said a number of improvements
have improved Eastern’s chances of inception in the past years:
• A jump in faculty salary and student
ACT scores
• More representation and course selection in the foreign languages department
• An improvement in the Honors Program
• A stronger general education program
“What type of institution do we have
here?” McCormick said. “I think this is the
direction most people want to go.”
Phi Beta Kappa, McCormick says, is
reserved to students with core GPAs in the
top 10 percent of their class.
“It’s a nice feather in the cap for students,”
he said.
Finally, the senate continued to debate
whether department chairs should be
regarded as faculty on committees and
councils. No referendum was proposed and
the senate tabled the topic indefinitely.
The senate expressed concern the department chair’s blended role as faculty and
administrator might present a conflict of
interest.
system, to ensure safe households.
“If there is anything life threatening we call
the landlord and say this has to be done, Finley
said.
Residents will not be permitted to live in hazardous conditions. If compliance cannot be met
immediately, the city will assist in finding alternative housing.
“We will help them even if it means going to
a different landlord,”Cougill said. “We will
work to keep rent the same.”
Should landlords not conform, the city will
follow legal action.
Finley can be reached at 345-8460.
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HELP

WANTED

Experienced gymnastics coach
needed. Mattoon Academy of
Gymnastics and Dance. Call 2351080.
__________________________9/4
Farm help needed, experience
preferred. Call any time of day,
best if after 4pm 348-8906 or
276-8906
__________________________9/5
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for painting/drawing class for Fall 2003 semester.
To apply, come to the Art office,
300 Lawson hall.
__________________________9/5
Movie extras/models needed. No
experience required. Earn up to
$500/$1000 per day. 1-888-820-0167
________________________10/3
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
________________________10/23
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service / inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional
atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 3451303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303
__________________________00

HELP

WANTED

EXPANDING OUR STAFF! LOOKING FOR HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE
WITH A SUPERIOR ATTITUDE.
APPLY AFTER 2 PM IN PERSON
AT JOEYS. 850 LINCOLN AVE.
FOR DRIVERS OR IN SHOP.
________________________9/12

FOR

RENT

3 bedroom, 2 bathroom, furnished,
AC DW, 905 Division, 235-4685 or
cell: 520-990-7723. No pets.
__________________________9/3
2
br.
house
lr,
kitchen,
laundry/study, garage/workshop,
nice yard, $525, Polk St., 1/2 mi.
EIU. 348-7718
__________________________9/6
5 bedroom, 2 blocks from campus. 2 baths, CA and W/D.
Furnished. Phone 345-7244
__________________________9/8
2 bedrooms close to campus,
$400 month. 630-886-5451
________________________9/11
1 bedroom house, $300 month.
630-886-5451
________________________9/11
Huge 1 br apt. off Charleston
square. $525/month INCLUDES
HEAT, WATER, TRASH PICKUP,
APPLIANCES. No pets. 345-2617
________________________9/30
Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.
__________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS - 1611
9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF OLD
MAIN, 1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
AVAILABLE 2003-2004 SCHOOL
YEAR. 9 MONTH INDIVIDUAL
LEASE. COMPLETELY FURNISHED
PLUS HEAT AND GARBAGE FURNISHED CALL 345-7136.
__________________________00

FOR

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________________________00
4 or 5 BR house, 2 baths, A/C &
W/D, 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273
__________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003.
Excellent locations. 345-7530
__________________________00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 3455048
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring and Fall
2003 semesters. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
REFRIDGERATOR RENTAL: 3
SIZES AVAILABLE CALL 348-7746
__________________________00
Bedroom to rent 3 blocks from
campus. 128 Polk. $300/month.
Includes all utilities. 1-630-707-4470
__________________________00
DORM SIZE REFRIDGERATOR
RENT. 3 SIZES, CALL 348-7746
__________________________00
2 Bedroom still available as low
as $230/month each/2 people.
Call 348-7746
__________________________00
House for rent. $1000 per month.
200 monroe. 6 bedrooms, washes, dryers, dishwasher. Call 217821-4399 or 847-951-0068.
________________________9/12
2 bedrooms. Upstairs apartment.
2 blocks east of square. 10-12
month lease. Security required.
Call 348-8305.
________________________9/17

Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: ______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No

Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ______ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

ROOMMATES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ROOMATES NEEDED: 4bdr, 2 full
bath, $230/person, across from EIU,
need to move soon ph 345-7516.
__________________________9/9
Roommates wanted, $295/month.
Call Lindsey 348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
Male roommate wanted. 2 blks
from campus. $250 per month.
Shared with 4 other guys. A/C,
DW, W/D. 1837 11th St. Contact
Jason @ 254-1152.
________________________9/12

DJ LEE MICHAELS AND B96
MIXMASTERS DJ SPEED,
DAN MORRELL, DJ FLIPSIDE
AND BOBBY D WILL BE VISITING STU’S IN SEPTEMBER.
LOG
ONTO
collegeclubtour.com
FOR
MORE DETAILS.
__________________________9/5
JUST SPENCE’S HAS MOVED
TO 722 JACKSON. WE ARE
NOW SPENCE’S ON JACKSON. SAME GREAT STUFF
PLUS NEW ROOM OF SHABBY CHIC, PRIMITIVE FURNITURE. OPEN TUESDAY THRU
SATURDAY 10:30 A.M. TO
5:00 P.M. CALL 345-1469
PARTY STUFF! leis, Grass
Skirts, Wigs, Mardi Gras
Beads, Bachelorette Gags and
Games now at GRAND BALL
COSTUMES. 609 SIXTH ST
CHARLESTON. Open Tuesday
- Saturday. call 345-2617 for
hours.
__________________________9/5
Join the Condom Club! Contact
the Health Education Resource
Center at 581-7786 for more
information.
__________________________9/5
82% of EIU students have not
used marijuana in the last
month (n=471 representative
EIU students).
__________________________9/8
Stop Smoking Now! Contact
the Health Education Resource
Center at 581-7786 to find out
more about our Crash Course
to Quit Smoking!
__________________________9/8
83% of EIU students do not want
drugs available at the parties they
attend (n=471 representative EIU
students).
__________________________9/8

SUBLESSORS
Subleaser for a brand new apartment for 2003-2004 schoolyear. 4
bedroom, one bedroom available
for a female. Located on Edgar
avenue. Call Ashley at 254-7849.
__________________________9/8
5 bedroom house on 1st street,
campus side. needs 1 female.
$295/month. split utilities. 847894-8863, 217-348-7064
________________________9/12

PERSONALS
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested
in a yearbook of your senior
year, and are not sure how to
pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $4
we will mail you a copy in the
Fall when they are published.
Call 581-2812 for more information.
__________________________00

Relax...
let the DEN take care
of your advertising
needs

Fill all the
empty seats
at your next
event...
ADVERTISE
The Daily Eastern News

RENT

byACROSS
Will Shortz25“Everyone

welcome”
1List ender
29Kind of rule
5Line crosser?
30Mattress
9Brief arguproblem
ment
33Bowser
141984 Peace
34What “that”
Nobelist
ain’t
15It might need 35Certain
two hands to
something
be removed
from a shelf 36Missouri
baby carri16Work, in a
ers?
way
101
40French
17“Topaz”
verb
author
41Before,
18Bearded
before
bloom
42Sight along
19Traffic sign
the
Mississippi
20Flying an
SST?
43___-devil
23Pandora’s
44See 13boxful
Down
45Comedians,
24Varnish
e.g.
ingredient
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
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91% of EIU students have not
damaged property, etc. due to
drinking or drugging (n=471 representative EIU students).
__________________________9/8
What happens when you mix
ecstasy and alcohol? Find this,
and other useful information at
MyStudentBody.com. Type in eiu
as your school code!
__________________________9/8
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring campus reps. Call for group disc
o
u
n
t
s
.
Information/Reservations 1800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
________________________9/22
Oakley’s Bike Shop. Bikes,
kayaks and more! Repairs /
accessories and more. Tues thru
Saturday. Mattoon 234-7637
________________________9/30
Spring
Break
‘04
with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with
Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status
as a Campus Rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www.studentcity.com or Call
1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
________________________10/13
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW! www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
________________________12/15
LOG HOUSE CONSIGNMENT/
RESALE SHOP: $1 SALE 9-5.
348-8001.
GO
TO
FAIRGROUNDS, FOLLOW THE SIGN.

CAMPUS

CLIPS

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY: Come join us for fun
and fellowship. Come discover what ministry opportunities there
are this year. Refreshments served.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE: Come join us for bible study.
Everyone is welcome!

Call your Ad Rep today! 581-2816
Crossword

ANNOUNCEMENTS

4 out of 5
rubber
ducks
agree ...
Reading The Daily Eastern News can prevent boredom

No. 0723

Edited

47Icarus’ undoing
48Porkpie feature
49Cost of a
certain
grain?
56Sleep disturbance
571980’s TV
police comedy
58Queens’s ___
Stadium
59This puzzle’s
theme
60Bit of roofing
61Scuttle filler
62Pope’s writings
63“No ifs, ___
…”
64Breaks off
DOWN
1Place for
pins
2Go sour
3Working
away
4W. C. Fields
persona
5Squelch
6Marine
deposits
7Out of whack
8First-place
91970’s space
station
10Pioneering
1940’s computer
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Puzzle by Ed Early

11Numerical
suffix
12Raconteur’s
offering
13With 44Across,
handyman’s
task
21Skater’s figure
22Artful dodges
25Church areas
26Far from
eager
27Nantes’s river
28Result of an
oil surplus?

29Part of
spring in
France
30Urbane
31Ordnance
supplier
32Some are
inert
34Cry’s partner
35Mars’ counterpart
37Sierra ___
38Eyeball
39Roly-poly
44Plantation
libations
45Noted traitor

46Department
store section
47Take a powder
48Niger neighbor
49Bring to ruin
50Knot
51Loser to VHS
525K or 10K
53“The heat
___”
54Part of a
punch ballot
55Some are
shockers
56Gullible one
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Murderer
expects
reward
STARKE, Fla. (AP)- An unrepentant Paul Hill boasted
Tuesday on the eve of his execution for the shotgun slaying of
an abortion doctor: “I expect a great reward in heaven.” Barring
an unlikely last-minute stay, the 49-year-old former minister
will be put to death by lethal injection Wednesday evening for
the 1994 murders in Pensacola of Dr. John Britton and his
escort. Hill has not appealed.
He will be the first person executed in the United States for
anti-abortion violence.
In a jailhouse interview, Hill suggested the state will be making a martyr out of him.
“The sooner I am executed ... the sooner I am going to heaven,” he said. “I expect a great reward in heaven. I am looking
forward to glory. I don’t feel remorse.”
Abortion-rights groups worry that Hill’s execution will trigger reprisals by those who share his steadfast belief that violence to stop abortion is justified. Several Florida officials connected to the case received threatening letters last week,
accompanied by rifle bullets. Gov. Jeb Bush, who was named in
one of those threatening letters, said Tuesday the threats would
not keep him from carrying out the law.
“I’m not going to be bullied,” Bush said.
Bush also said: “I’m not going to change the deeply held views
that I have on (the death penalty) because others have deeply
held views that disagree.
“I totally respect them. And they should respect what the
rule of law is here in our state.”

U.S. to add
5,000 armed
air marshals
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Bush administration is shuffling its homeland security operation to make 5,000 more
armed agents available to protect commercial flights.
The reorganization will combine the air marshal’s program with the customs and immigration security programs
so agents in both can be cross-trained and used for aviation
security, officials said. This will allow the government to put
extra agents on airliners when officials believe they are
being targeted by terrorists.
Homeland Security Secretary Tom Ridge described the
changes as a way to better mobilize the resources of his
department.
“This realignment offers a sweeping gain of additional
armed law enforcement officials who will be able to provide
a ‘surge capacity’ during increased threat periods or in the
event of a terrorist attack,” Ridge said in remarks prepared for a speech Tuesday to the American Enterprise
Institute in Washington. “Importantly, with this single move
we will be able to deploy more than 5,000 additional armed
federal law enforcement agents to the skies,” he said. The
immigration and customs agents and the air marshals will
be cross-trained so they all can be deployed to disrupt
attacks on airliners, the Homeland Security Department
said in a statement.
As part of the changes, the air marshal’s program will be
moved from the Transportation Security Administration to
Immigration and Customs Enforcement.
Earlier this year, the administration came under criticism
from lawmakers when it was learned the Transportation
Security Administration wanted to cut 20 percent of its
funding for the air marshal’s program to plug other budget
holes.
Lawmakers vowed to block any such funding cuts.
The air marshal program was nearly nonexistent at the
time of the Sept. 11 attacks. Only 32 agents were employed
then, but the number was dramatically increased afterward.
The exact number is classified.
In the 1970s, when teams of “sky marshals” were created
to thwart hijackings, they were part of the U.S. Customs
Service. The TSA was created following the Sept. 11 attacks
and took over the air marshal program, along with airport
screening and other transportation security operations. The
reorganization also will:
Consolidate three border inspections into one where a
single “primary inspector” will handle immigration, customs and agricultural checks. If a question arises about a
traveler, a “secondary inspection” will be conducted by
another agent. The consolidation will allow more agents to
be deployed for the more precise secondary inspections
“targeting our resources toward those passengers with suspicious indictors,” the department said.
Establish a network of secure communications between
the department and the states,
video-conferencing and telephone lines to be used for
sharing information about terrorist threats.
Make it easier for states to obtain anti-terrorist and security grants. The department will askCongress to centralize
the grant application process, which now is spread across
numerous agencies, under one agency.
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Lynch agrees to $1M book deal
NEW YORK (AP) - Jessica Lynch has
struck a $1 million deal for a book that
will tell
the story of her capture and rescue
in Iraq. But questions
remain over how much she remembers.
Publisher
Alfred
A.
Knopf
announced Tuesday that the former
prisoner of war who became a national
hero will collaborate on “I Am a Soldier,
Too: The Jessica Lynch
Story” with Pulitzer Prize-winning
writer Rick Bragg.
The book is scheduled to come out in
mid-November, with a first printing of
around 500,000 copies. Financial terms
were not disclosed, but a source close
to the
negotiations said Lynch and Bragg
will split a $1 million advance, with any
royalties going to Lynch. The source
spoke on condition of anonymity.
“Many folks have written, expressing their support for me and
for the thousands of other soldiers
who serve their country,”
Lynch said in a statement issued by
Knopf.

“I feel I owe them all this story,
which will be about more than a girl
going off to war and fighting alongside
her fellow soldiers. It will be a story
about growing up in America.”
Bragg has been granted exclusive
access to Lynch and her family.
“I feel a kinship with Jessica and her
family, and am thrilled at the prospect
of bringing this story to the wider
world,” Bragg said in the statement.
It is unclear how much Lynch will be
able to tell Bragg. Doctors at Walter
Reed Army Medical Center in
Washington have said it is unlikely
Lynch will remember the events of her
capture. Knopf spokesman Paul
Bogaards, who visited with Lynch last
week, said the state of her memory is
“excellent,” but declined to say what he
and Lynch discussed. Bragg also
declined comment.
Lynch’s grandmother, Wyonema
Lynch, who lives across the street, said
she looks forward to reading the book.
“We don’t talk about what happened to
her over there,” Mrs. Lynch said.
“When she wants to tell me, she will.”
Lynch, 20, received a medical dis-

charge last week from the Army, making her eligible to pursue book or
movie deals.
She suffered broken bones and other
injuries when her 507th Maintenance
Company was ambushed in the southern Iraqi city of Nasiriyah on March 23.
Her rescue on April 1 made her a
celebrity, and she returned home to
Palestine, W.Va., in July to a hero’s welcome after a long stay at Walter Reed.
“I am feeling better every day, and
all the good wishes of the many who
have written have certainly kept my
spirits up,” Lynch said. “I am walking
with crutches, but my doctors tell me
that as I gain strength I will be able to
walk on my own again soon. I am looking forward to those first steps.”
Bragg has written several books,
including the memoir “All Over but the
Shoutin’,” and won the Pulitzer for feature-writing in 1996, two years after he
began working for The New York
Times. He resigned from the Times in
May after the newspaper suspended
him over a story that carried his byline
but was reported largely by a freelancer.

Federal appeals court
overturns over 100 death
convictions by Supreme court
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)- A
federal appeals court threw
out more than 100 death sentences in Arizona, Montana
and Idaho on Tuesday
because the inmates were
sent to death row by judges
instead of juries.
The case stems from a
2002 decision by the U.S.
Supreme Court, in which the
high court found that juries,
not judges, must render
death sentences. But the
Supreme Court left unclear
whether the new rules
should apply retroactively to
inmates awaiting execution.
In an 8-3 vote, the San
Francisco-based 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals
said all condemned inmates
sentenced by a judge should
have their sentences commuted to life in prison.
The ruling applies only to
Arizona, Idaho and Montana,
the only states in the 9th
Circuit that have allowed
judges to impose death sentences.
Two
other
states,
Nebraska and Colorado,
have also allowed judges to
sentence inmates to death.
But the federal appeals

NON

SEQUITUR

BOONDOCKS

courts that oversee them
have yet to rule on the issue.
The ruling affects approximately 3 percent of the
3,700 people on death row in
the United States.
"By deciding that judges
are not constitutionally permitted to decide whether
defendants are eligible for
the death penalty, the
Supreme Court altered the
fundamental bedrock principles applicable to capital
murder trials," Circuit Judge
Sidney R. Thomas wrote for
the court.
Defense attorneys hailed
the verdict.
"This is fundamental justice," said Ken Murray, a federal public defender in
Phoenix.
Murray estimated that the
decision affects at least 100
inmates on Arizona's death
row alone.
If the decision stands,
Arizona and the other states
might hold new penalty trials, convening juries to
decide between life and
death, said John Pressley
Todd, a lawyer with the
Arizona Attorney General's
office. He said the state was
BY WILEY MILLER

BY AARON MCGRUDER

trying to determine exactly
how
many
condemned
inmates are affected by the
ruling.
"We are disappionted. We
are going to appeal," said
Kent Cattani, chief counsel
for the Arizona Attorney
General's office.
The ruling is expected to
reduce the death sentences
of at least 16 condemned
inmates in Idaho. Montana
Assistant Attorney General
Pamela Collins said state
attorneys were reviewing
the decision to determine
whether its five condemned
inmates would be affected.
"This may cause some
chaos in the short term. I
don't think this is going to
hold up," Collins said.
The case the appeals court
used to decide the issue concerned Arizona inmate
Warren Summerlin, who
was found guilty of murder
in the 1981 slaying of Brenna
Bailey, 36.
The Tempe finance company administrator's body
was found in the trunk of her
car a day after she visited
Summerlin to check on
money he owed. Summerlin

was convicted in 1982 and a
judge sentenced him to
death.
Prior to the U.S. Supreme
Court's ruling last year, a
jury determined guilt or
innocence, but one or more
judges evaluated whether
the particulars of the case
made it worthy of the death
penalty in Arizona, Idaho,
Montana, Colorado and
Nebraska.
The
Death
Penalty
Information Center, which
compiles statistics on capital
punishment, calculated that
since 1976, those five states
have executed 29 people
under laws allowing nonjury
sentencing.
In July, meanwhile, the
11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled in a Florida
case that the Supreme Court
decision should not be
applied retroactively in
some death penalty cases. In
Florida, Alabama, Indiana
and Delaware, juries recommend a life or death sentence but judges are allowed
to give the death penalty
against the jury's wishes.
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FOOTBALL

Catching a cat by the tail
◆ Eastern and Murray State defense’s beginning the preparation to chase a pair of quarterbacks around for 60 minutes.
By Matthew Stevens
A S S C O I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

Eastern Illinois head coach Bob Spoo
and Murray State sideline general Joe
Pannunzio each have the same problem
for their next contest - preparing for
quarterback speed.
The Panthers have two weeks to prepare for 1-A Missouri and signal caller
Brad Smith, who is argueably the most
dangerous quarterback in college football.
The sophomore under center for the
Tigers is a lead candidate for the
Heisman Trophy and last season was
named the Big 12 conference Freshman
and Newcomer of the Year.
Smith is so dangerous to defenses
because he can beat the opposition with
his right arm or his feet. In 2002, he
became the second player in Division 1-A
history to throw for 2,000 yards and rush
for 1,000 yards in a single season.
Saturday in the Tigers’ 22-15 victory over
Illinois, the Fighting Illini contained
Smith in the State Farm Shootout. Smith
was 12 of 18 for 102 yards, rushed 17
times for 66 yards and accounted for two
touchdowns.
To prepare his defense, Spoo believes
his best athlete to showcase Smith’s talent is backup quarterback Andrew
Harris.
“I think the best way for us to simulate
that would be with Andrew but I don’t
know if we’ll do that to prepare,” Spoo
said.
The Murray State Racers encounter its
biggest in-state rival when they face the
Division 1-A and Southeastern conference Kentucky Wildcats.
“It’s great for the kids to be able to
compete against the big school in the
state,” Pannunzio said. “The people
around this program are kinda in a frenzy about this game.”
Pannunzio will encounter sleepless
nights trying to prepare for the two-headed monster at quarterback for the
Wildcats.
Senior quarterback Jared Lorenzen
will start the game and provides the classic drop back style to the Wildcats. The

2002 semi-finalists for the Davey O’Brien
Award is one of the largest quarterback
at 260 pounds.
“Jared Lorenzen is a great competitior
but by Thursday I’ll have myself convinced that we can beat them,” Pannunzio
said.
In the 40-24 loss to Louisville Sunday,
Lorenzen was 18 of 31 for 236 yards and 2
touchdowns.
The Wildcats also used junior Shaun
Boyd for one play but intend on using him
more in the offensive structure.
“We are trying to cover him and his
option in our gameplan,” Pannunzio said.
“(Boyd) is probably the best athlete on
their team.”
However, Pannunzio may be gameplanning for things he has never seen
before.
“They do a lot of crazy stuff like that,
like lining Lorenzen up at wide receiver
too,” Pannunzio said. “Our coaching staff
isn’t really that smart to do that stuff so
we’ll have to prepre for it.”

Sports Network/CSTV Top 25 IAA Poll
Team (First Place votes)

Record

1. McNeese State (58)

1-0

2. Georgia Southern (8)

0-0

3. Montana (7)

1-0

4. Western Illinois (13)

1-0

5. Western Kentucky (8)

1-0

6. Northeastern Huskies

1-0

7. Furman

1-0

8. Bethune-Cookman

1-0

9. Villanova

1-0

10. Idaho State

1-0

11. Appalachian State

0-1

12. Massachussetts

0-0

13. Fordham

1-0

14. Delaware

0-0

15. Grambling

0-1

16. Montana State

0-1

17. Eastern Illinois

1-0

18. Northwestern State

1-0

19. Nicholls State

1-0

20. Maine

0-1

21. Pennsylvania

0-0

Other OVC Football Scores

22. Southeast Missouri State

0-1

23. Stephen F. Austin

0-0

Thursday
Bowling Green - 63, Eastern
Kentucky - 13
Ohio - 17, Southeast Missouri - 3
Samford - 31, Chattanooga - 23
Tennesse - Martin - 21, Austin Peay
- 20
Saturday
Murray State - 34, Valparaiso - 0
Jacksonville State - 9, Alabama
A&M - 3
Tennessee State - 37, South
Carolina St. - 20
Memphis - 40, Tennessee Tech - 10

24. Florida Atlantic

1-0

25. Wofford

0-1

OVC games this week
Thursday
West Alabama at Samford
Saturday
Tennessee Tech at N. Illinois
Appalachian St. at E. Kentucky
Murray State at Kentucky
Southeast Missouri at Arkansas St.
Tennessee Martin at S. Illinois
Tennessee State at Alabama A&M

Others receiving votes (minimum of five
required): Northern Arizona, Alabama State,
Youngstown State, James Madison, Illinois State,
Gardner Webb, Murray State, Colgate, Lehigh, The
Citadel, Tennessee State, Samford, Hofstra,
Jacksonville State, Southern Illinois, Morgan State,
Northern Iowa, Southern, Eastern Kentucky,
Eastern Washington, Portland State, South Carolina
State, East Tennessee, Southern Utah, Lafayette,
William & Mary, UC-Davis, Alabama A&M,

Cubbies win
thriller in
extra innings
CHICAGO (AP) — Sammy Sosa hit a two-run homer
in the 15th inning Tuesday, giving the Chicago Cubs a
4-2 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals in the first
game of a day-night doubleheader and tightening the
NL Central race.
Sosa’s 32nd homer came off former teammate Jeff
Fassero and brought the Cubs within a half-game of
the second-place Cardinals. Houston, which was tied
with St. Louis for first entering play Tuesday, played a
late game at Los Angeles.
Augie Odeja, recalled from the minors Monday, was
0-for-21 with the Cubs this season when he singled to
left off Fassero (1-7) to start the bottom of the 15th.
One out later, Sosa sent an 0-2 pitch high over the
fence in left.
Fernando Vina doubled to lead off the 14th — the
Cardinals’ first hit since the seventh inning — and
moved to third on a fly ball to center before Mark
Guthrie (2-3) retired Mike Matheney on a comebacker
to end the threat.
Orlando Palmeiro saved the Cardinals in the bottom
of the ninth, leaping into the vines in left field to make
a spectacular catch of Ramon Martinez’s, two-out
drive with the bases loaded.
Jason Simontacchi, who had made 21 relief appearances for the Cardinals since his last start on June 3,
retired the first 12 batters, striking out six. He left
after the Cubs benefited from a controversial call and
scored two unearned runs in the fifth to tie the game.
The Cubs got their first baserunner in the fifth
when third base umpire Bill Hohn ruled that left fielder Albert Pujols didn’t hold Aramis Ramirez’s fly ball.
Pujols appeared to catch the ball, but it dropped out
of his glove at the last instant as Ramirez jogged into
second on the two-base error. Replays showed that
Pujols squeezed the ball and as he was trying to switch
it to his right hand to throw it back to the infield, he
dropped the ball.
Cardinals manager Tony La Russa argued to no
avail, and it turned into a pivotal call.

Hampton, Harvard, and Sacramento State.

Brooms:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Despite the loss, Winkeler was impressed
with the play of sophomore Sarah Niedospial.
The outside hitter had five kills, six sets, 11
digs and attributed 6.5 points during the series.
“Sarah played very, very well tonight,”
Winkeler said. “She is someone who can come
out every game and give us a solid effort.”

On the flip side, junior middle hitter Shanna
Ruxer struggled against the Billikens contributing just three kills and three digs with a
shooting percentage of .111.
“Shanna didn’t have a very good game for
us,” Winkeler said. “She’s had a lot better
nights for us in the past.”

Sports reporter Michael Gilbert can be reached at
Mikeygilbs@aol.com.

Fall Sports
Guide
Run a 2x4 or larger
and recieve 2 free inches
towards an ad to be used
the following week

Call an Ad Rep for information @ 581-6867
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Keeping an eye on the net
“I was thrown in as a forward and ever since then, coaches have wanted to put me up there.” -- Beth Liesen
◆

Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series taking an

working on shooting.”
Though scoring a goal can be an exciting feat
for anyone at any age level, what brings Liesen
the most excitement is her team’s achievements.
Success has followed the Eastern forward during her entire soccer career. Liesen led her team
to a fourth place state finish her senior year and
was a part of her high school’s state champion volleyball team in 1998.
She has also been a part of two of the most successful teams in Eastern history as the Panthers
have been to the NCAA tournament for the past
two seasons.
Liesen said this year’s team may be the best she
has played on.
“Potentially I do believe so,” Liesen said.
“Everyone out on the field is an attacker. “We
have a lot of speed and lot of depth on this team.
We have clicked so far this season.”
Once again expectations are high for two-time
conference tournament champions, but Liesen
knows what her team is capable of doing even better than just an appearance in the NCAA tournament. The Panthers nearly reached the second
round last season, but fell in penalty kicks to
Purdue.
“I think that has a lot do to with how everyone
is striving to be better,” Liesen said. “We were so
close last year so we know it’s not unthinkable.”

in-depth look at Eastern’s top athlete from the previous week. Winners are selected just once. Selections
are made by The Daily Eastern News sports staff.

By Matt Williams
SPORTS EDITOR

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Senior forward Beth Liesen was not always a
top scoring threat. She hasn’t always been the goto person on the offensive side. And she hasn’t
always put fear into opposing goalkeepers.
Liesen didn’t begin playing forward until she
was in high school, but the move from the midfield to up top may have been the best any coach
has made.
“I started playing forward when I was in high
school,” Liesen said. “I was thrown in as a forward
and ever since then, coaches have wanted to put
me up there.”
Coaches make that decision for obvious reasons. All Liesen did at Notre Dame High School in
Quincy was tie for second all-time in career goals
among Illinois players with 169 and goals in a season with 59.
At Eastern, Liesen has also worked her way into
record books. In last Friday’s game against
Western Illinois, she scored two goals giving her
44 for her career, surpassing Tracie Strother (9598).
This has earned Liesen this week’s Top Cat.
Liesen doesn’t credit her long list of accomplishments entirely to her own feet, but also to
those of her teammates.
“Getting the record really came from being
part of the team,” Liesen said. “It’s nothing I do by
myself. I really am lucky to play with all the players on this team. They deserve this as much as I
do.”
Practice also makes perfect. Head coach Steve
Ballard designates a portion of practice time
toward shooting drills.
“Coach always has us out there for 30 minutes
in practice,” Liesen said. “We spend a lot of time

Sports Editor Matt Williams can be reached at
MMWilliams1220@aol.com

Beth Liesen career stats and awards
Year

Goals

Assists

2000

15

3

Points

2001

18

5

41

2002

9

8

26

Total

44

16

100

33

2000, 2001, 2002 Ohio Valley Conference First Team
2000 Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of the Year
2000 Great Lakes Region All-Freshman Team
2001 Great Lakes Region Third Team

Senior Beth Liesen after a corner kick in a 6-0 win over Western Illinois Friday.

University
Union
BOWLING
LANES
Phone
581-7457

FA L L

BOWLING LEAGUES
Mon 9:00 p.m. Coed 4 per team

Wed 4:30 p.m. Peterson Point - Individual*
Thurs 5:00 p.m. Coed Doubles
ABC/WIBC Sanctioned
Leagues Start Monday September 8th
Cost: $4.00 per person

New Equipment with A u t o m a t i c S c o r i n g
and B u m p e r s
Fri and Sat Nights

Extreme Cosmic Bowling

We’ve got the
prescription for a
successful
business...

POTEETE
PROPERTY RENTALS

PROPERTY RENTALS

930 Lincoln Avenue • Charleston, IL 61920

Welcome Back Eastern Students!
345-5088
www.poteeterentals.com
Leasing Agent License: 0730000639

DJ Tumbleweed & DJ Boomshakur Present...

MO HAUS
Productions
Specializing in...
FUNCTIONS • HOUSE PARTIES
EXPERT LIGHTING • PROFESSIONAL SOUND
CUSTOM ANTHEMS/MIXES
THE MOST POPULAR MUSIC!!!!

CALL 232-DJ-DJ
(217) 232-3535
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Ladies Night
2 5 0 Malibu Rum Mixers

Win A Malibu t-shirt
OPEN

11AM

Big Bottles
&
Tropical Pitchers

Chicken Terryaki
Sandwich w/fries 349

Panther sports calendar
FRIDAY

Volleyball vs. Marylland-Baltimore County
W Tennis host Eastern invite
W Soccer at. Bowling Green
Volleyball at. Bradley
vs. Bowling Green

Wednesday, September 3, 2003
SATURDAY

THROWING
HEAT
Matt Stevens
A S S O C I AT E
SPORTS EDITOR

It’s my belief somebody
turned the power out in the Ohio
Valley Conference?
Because the offensive electricity in the 2003 football season has suddenly gone away and
the scoreboard has suddenly
become useless.
For all of you that enjoyed
watching the Ray Lewis-led
Baltimore Ravens defend its
way
to
a
Super
Bowl
Championship, make the eightholdest conference your home
for football action.
With the graduation of OVC
stars like quarterback Tony
Romo, wide receiver Willie
Ponder and running back J.R.
Taylor, the OVC has been
reduced to primarily defensiveoriented conference.
Want proof?
Look no farther than Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
The preseason favorite to
take home the championship
was the so-called offensive powerhouse Southeast Missouri and
then they traveled to 1-A Ohio
University.
The one constant that head
coach Tim Billings could count
on every Saturday against any
opponent was the offense piling
on total yards and points.
This was a team that averaged nearly 35 points per game
and had almost every starter
returning on the offensive side
of the ball.
“I think we can put up some
points but now I’m kinda worried about that,” Billings said.
However,
somewhere
between SEMO and Athens,
Ohio, the Indians forgot how to
move the ball and take care of it
for that matter.
Preseason All-OVC first-team
selection Jack Tomco completed
13-of-31 passes for 201 yards
and two interceptions.
“Jack threw two interceptions that night but he also had
two dropped,” SEMO head
coach Tim Billings said. “We
had three quarterbacks in there,
and none of them played well.”
“We’re not as near as good on
offense as we need to be,”
Billings said.
Ohio had to drive only a total
of 72 yards for their 17 points
because of the Indians mistakes
and turnovers.
“We realize we had a lot
missed opportunities,” SEMO
head coach Tim Billings said.
“We were inside the 20-yard-line
six times.”
SEMO must obviously begin
to wonder if they can outscore a
high-powered Southern Illinois.
“We are working on ball security all week long,” Billings said.
“SIU will run us out of the stadium if we have five turnovers.”
Therefore, Eastern head
coach Bob Spoo shouldn’t be as
concerned about its current lack
of offensive production.
“We had some opportunities
on offense,”Spoo said. “Overall,
I was displeased with offensive
production.”
Eastern’s problems seem to
be the same as everyone else in
the OVC.
Only three schools scored
more than 30 points on Saturday
(Samford, Tennessee State and
Murray State) but four other
teams scored 10 points or less.
“I think we are like most
teams in America, we had some
questions answered while others
remained
unsolved,”
Murray State head coach Joe
Pannunzio said.
Matt Stevens can be reached
at danville1999@yahoo.com

VOLLEYBALL:

SAINT

LOUIS

3, EASTERN

0

Bringing out the brooms
Eastern volleyball head coach Brenda
Winkeler was displeased with her
team’s performance Tuesday night.

◆

By Michael Gilbert
SPORTS REPORTER

D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S P H O T O B Y S T E P H E N H A A S

Junior Erica Gerth serving during the 3-0 loss to Saint Louis Tuesday night at Lantz Arena.

WOMEN’S

SOCCER:

ILLINOIS

STATE

1, EASTERN

After a strong showing last weekend at the
Pepsi/Super 8 Invitational, the women’s volleyball
team failed to capitalize on the positive momentum
losing all three games to the St. Louis Billikens
Tuesday night at Lantz Arena.
The Panthers dropped a close first game 30-24,
after the Billikens scored nine of the final 13 points to
run away from the Panthers. Trailing for the majority
of the first game, Eastern rallied to tie the game at 18
before an attack error by outside hitter Mary Welch
started the Panthers’ slide. During the run, the
Billikens’ Ashley Hunter served five consecutive winners and outside hitter Alyson Merchant ended the
game with a kill.
The Billikens were in complete control of the second game winning 30-22. St. Louis ran off a string of
13 winners in 18 points to put away the Panthers.
The Panthers played their best during the third
game, but ultimately succumbed 30-28. Junior Erica
Gerth helped the Panthers to a 15-10 lead after four
straight service winners including one service ace
during the stretch.
“Erica led us in kills and had a very nice night,”
Head coach Brenda Winkeler said.
Unfortunately, the Panthers could not feed off
Gerth’s strong play. Despite leads of 15-10 and 20-15,
Eastern let the game slip away when Saint Louis won
nine of 10 points during a critical stretch late in the
game.
“They dug a lot of balls (in game 3) and we lost
patience,” Winkeler said. “We had some good shots,
but they would send the ball back over and that cost
us a lot of errors.”
“Our hitting percentage (.067) was the poorest of
the season, and we just had a problem with ball control. We couldn’t spread out the ball to our hitters and
we had a rough night.”
Winkeler said the Panthers must take something
from each game including those ending in defeat.
“Every loss we need to learn from,” Winkeler said.
“This game was a non-conference game and we are
preparing for conference. We have a tournament this
weekend so we can only go forward there and examine it.”
The Panthers received a solid performance, both on
the court and off, from freshman setter Leanne
Kreps. The Forsyth native had nine assists, one service ace and nine digs in just her fourth collegiate contest.
“Leanne has done a really nice job for us,” Winkeler
said. “ One of the qualities she has that is rare among
freshman is her ability to be a leader. Leadership
means telling people like it is and motivating them.
She can do that.”
SEE BROOMS
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“Normal” domination by Illinois St.
Eastern suffers its first loss on the road in a 1-0 nail
bitter to the Redbirds Tuesday afternoon

◆

By Matt Williams
SPORTS EDITOR

After dominating Western Illinois 60 at home Friday, the Eastern women’s
soccer team had to meet a team who
would not sit down that easily.
Going into the game both head
coach Steve Ballard and his players
knew exactly what they were in for
when they were matched up against
Missouri Valley Conference powerhouse Illinois State.
The Panthers (1-1) got what they
expected and more. The Redbirds (20) brought all they had Tuesday keeping the Eastern offense off track and
managing to put a shot by Panther
goalkeeper Lindsay Dechert.
A Diana Puckett goal in the 66th
minute would be all the offense Illinois
State would need to knock off the
Panthers for a third straight year.
Eastern could only muster four
shots off a tough Redbird defense
while Illinois State posted 21.
Illinois State coach Pete Kowall was

pleased with his team’s performance,
but said it needed to capitalize on its
opportunities.
“We definitely had some missed
opportunities on offense and we need
to shore some things up in the back,”
Kowall said on the Illinois State Web
site. “Our kids played hard and it was
a physical game but we still have
some work to do before Sunday.”
Dechert made 11 saves for Eastern
while freshman Andrea Shaw had her
first career shutout with two saves for
the Redbirds. Illinois State had 10 corner kicks compared to Eastern’s three.
Tuesday’s game was originally
scheduled for 4 p.m. Monday.
The contest was moved back to
Tuesday because of inclement weather in Charleston and poor field conditions.
The game was then moved to
Normal because Eastern athletic
administrators did not want to ruin the
Panther’s home field.
Eastern next plays at Bowling
Green at 1 p.m. Friday.

D A I LY E A S T E R N
NEWS PHOTO BY
STEPHEN HAAS

Sophomore
midfielder
Morgan
Frericks controlling the ball
in Easten’s 6-0
win over
Western Illinois
Friday afternoon at
Lakeside Field.
Eastern was
reduced to four
total shots (two
of which were
on goal)
Tuesday
evening in the
Panthers 1-0
loss to Illinois
State. The
game was
moved to
Normal
because of the
rain cancellation on Sunday
afternoon.

